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[Note added] I purchased my typewriter in N.O. at the end of my first trip. It was an Underwood 
Standard which was second-hand but had been reconditioned. I took it from ship-to-ship, to 
Purdue, all my travels. I used it to the point of my retirement at RCA, 1980. It was a good 
machine. When purchased, I had all the keys blanked as I had taken typing hin high school and 
knew the keyboard. This fact prevented any of the “hunt and peck” typists from using the 
machine. 
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(continued from Vol. 2) 
 
 . . . was no big deal: trousers, soap powder and a few other odds and ends. (I think he was 
allowed to operate it for his own financial gain. He may also have been allowed so much a day 
to feed the crew but I  think he had to account for this. He was paid only $115.) 
 
Thus, at the end of each trip I received a little less than $300: 2 $100’s and smaller bills. I 
generally hotfooted it to my savings bank in N.O. and banked the $200. The remainder I spent 
reasonably carefully: typewriter, clothes, a few tools, paid off all my debts, bought a book now 
and then, a few gifts for relatives, an occasional money order to my mother. Evenings ahore 
also cut in to this. This latter grew as I learned to dissipate. However at the end of my six trips I 
had over $600 banked, several good custom-made suits and a fair wardrobe otherwise, geared 
for the tropics, naturally. These lasted me through four years at Purdue and into RCA before I 
made enough to start buying clothes again. They were somewhat worn and shiny by then. I also 
recall purchasing my “Boy,” a Vibroplex speed key which all veteran operators use! I picked it 
up at a N.O. hock shop for $7.50. This was really the classic key for “Sparks,” my pride. I also 
bought a stop watch in South America. Just wanted it, I suppose. It was stolen at Purdue by my 
roommate, George Gale (football player). I also lost my entire library before leaving for Purdue, 
but this comes later. 
 
During one layover in N.O. I was talked into flying lessons by Knight, now a third mate and with 
money to burn. I took a total of 3 ½ hours all told, about 15 or 20 minutes at a time, in an 
Aeronca and a Taylor Cub. The instructor was Ted Von Rosenburg. I recall his boasting of 
knowing Ginger Rogers very well back in Texas. This cost about $5.00 per hour and was too rich 
for my blood. I dropped it, but Knight seems to have kept on. 
 
It was during this period on the Clearwater that I started to drink alcohol to the point of too 
much. It was rather expected of one and was easy to do, for me at least. This has gone on all my 
life! I have had many lapses in memory during such times, which is supposed to be one sign of 
an alcoholic. Many very bad hangovers, many embarrassing incidents, some near serious. Some 
small part of this is caused by my small size which, drink-for-drink, had a greater effect on my 
body. I have never felt that I was a real alcoholic, I never had a real craving for the bottle. 
Generally it started as a social event. The big problem is that after two or more drinks I lose my 
control of the amount I take on and so to oblivion! I have often embarrassed others, 
particularly my own family. These latter have never been tolerant. Some actually cruel in their 
reaction. Apparently to them I did this deliberately. I have often pondered the pros and cons for 
quitting completely as I did smoking (1953 cold turkey). I never saw that it was essential. 
Probably I have been wrong. 
 
One morning in Buenos Aires I woke up in bed with a girl. I had no memory of her, where I was, 
how I had gotten there, what city or what country I was in! Or how long I had been there, had 
the ship left? The girl could speak only Spanish, naturally. I was well shaken! It had been only an 
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overnight stand and the ship was still docked. The steward had some pointed questions as to 
where I had been. It was back ashore one evening later! 
 
As I have said, the life of a sailor tended to this behavior. Many of the crew would have drunk 
themselves to death if they could have drawn more money. A few days in port then a week at 
sea to recuperate kept them alive. Some would return to the ship clothed only in their pants, all 
else stolen while they were in the pokey. No liquor was “allowed” on ship but numerous times 
in port the chief mate had to take the fire axe and march aft to quell a near riot. He was an ex-
marine, a big Kansan, and could throw his weight around if necessary. I often went ashore with 
him to take dancing lessons. His wife wanted him to learn to tango. I needed any kind of dance 
lessons. 
 
By and large the crew were normal types and I got along well with them. I would wander back 
to the crew’s mess room and play poker in the evening at sea. No money, only cigarettes. The 
captain looked askance of this fraternization with the lower classes but I enjoyed it. They were 
mostly younger than the officers. 
 
I matured very much in the year or more spent on the Clearwater. It was a big jump from the 
small town of Oxford in rural Indiana to some of the world’s largest capitals, shipboard life, 
once a part and parcel of every dock area, a crew in lieu of a family life, master of my own fate, 
a responsible member of a ship’s crew. In addition I acquired the concommitant vices: women, 
smoking, liquor. They accompanied me through Purdue and on to the East Coast at RCA. I 
dropped the first, women, when I married, completely. Although my wife, afflicted with 
unreasoning jealousy, has never believed it. I dropped the second, smoking, in 1953, 
completely. From two packs of cigarettes each day to none. Perhaps I may yet see fit to drop 
the third, liquor? 
 
To return to somewhat more interesting subjects. Shipboard life was not exciting after the first 
month and it was rather routine at sea. There was no great social life on board. Most of the 
entire crew stood watches, that is, they as a group were divided with the three regular watches 
that they stood (performed twice a day.) They did their duties for four hours, had an eight-hour 
rest, did their duty for another four hours, rested for eight, thus a full 24-hour day. Repeat each 
day at sea. The 8 hour rest period included meals, sleep, personal activity, and relaxation. Thus, 
generally some slept a part of each rest period. Some people were asleep at my part of the day 
and night, quiet was the word in the cabin areas! 
 
Other than the poker playing, I entered into only one other game activity. This was Monopoly. 
The game must have surfaced in 1935-6 as the Captain’s wife gave him a set which he brought 
on board. A little background on Captain George C. Geetes. He could have been the central 
character of a series of Saturday Evening Post stories. He had character, not all good, but 
definite. I heard very little of his early life and this only in bits. He had gone to sea as a youth on 
sailing ships and worked his way up. At this time he must have been in his mid to late 50s. He 
had had a captain’s license for some time. (Both the 1st and 3rd mates had likewise.) Geetes 
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believed that a sailor should live like a sailor. He had knowledge and some sympathy of 
problems and life in port. When at sea you also behaved like a sailor, no problems. He had a 
very sharp tongue, a very great command of expletives and oaths during crises (minor as well as 
major), and he ran a tight ship. He tolerated the old Scotch chief engineer who periodically got 
tanked up in port, but who ran a good engine room at sea. But the ship did not even pause 
when a crewman fell overboard while we were leaving port one trip. “Someone will pick him 
up!” They did and he came back on board three months later! 
 
At all meals all officers suited up in uniform. There was no A/C, only fans. Before and after the 
regular off-duty dress was undershirt, khaki pants and scuffs. Including the captain. On duty, all 
were fully clothed but no jackets. As a sailor in his early years, Geetes had been tattooed, both 
arms from wrist to shoulder and most of the chest. He was somewhat gaunt, thin, and a pasty 
white complexion with white hair. The first time I saw him on deck stripped down I was 
completely shocked. The tattoos, of all types favored by sailors, showed up vividly against his 
pale skin. He did not tan or burn, always white. In a normal long-sleeved shirt none of these 
wonderful, colorful pieces of art were evident. When he went ashore he always went in coat 
and tie. (This was normal for most persons of any stature in South America.) 
 
Geetes was not in evidence at sea or even in port, except at meal time and when entering or 
leaving port. At this latter time he was always on the bridge. He had a large cabin with separate 
sleeping quarters and kept to them primarily. He did not fraternize with the crew, not any part 
of it. 
 
Except Monopoly! This game became a favorite with him. As you know it cannot be played 
alone. More than occasionally he would announce at the dinner, before anyone left, that he 
would like to play Monopoly that evening and would welcome any interested participants! You 
know that this was an invitation that no one could turn down! Except the 4-8 watch could not 
make the early show and the 8-12 watch could not make the late show. I had no watch and no 
excuse. The cadet, likewise. Thus, the 12-4 watch and we were the players. Geetes never could 
produce the rule book. He would remember the rules as play progressed. In memory he may 
not have won always, but he did mostly. We did not play for real money. 
 
I was told later that at the end of the first trip Geetes remarked to some of the other officers 
that he wasn’t sure he wanted me for the next trip. I was too quiet, too taciturn, to be a good 
crew member. I made six trips and when I left, during a strike while he was on a two-week 
shore leave, he was very disappointed at my behavior. I saw him a week later at which time he 
gave me a dressing-down, told me the company wouldn’t let him take me back at once, but 
that he would do his best to get me the next radio operator operating berth which came open 
in the fleet. Actually, at this time I was starting to think that it was time to make another 
change on my “game plan” and start college. I thanked him much. I was quite pleased to hear 
this from Captain Geetes. He was quite a captain. 
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As I have said, life was quite peacful at sea. I mostly lived alone, in the radio room or asleep. 
Some periods when we were on a route which was with the wind, there would be no way to get 
ventilation in the cabin or room and it became uncomfortable and hot in the tropics. I learned 
to stay up most of the night while it was cool and sleep most of the day with the fan on. I ate 
breakfast and dinner and skipped lunch. I read, listened to the radio, and perhaps studied at 
times. Radio reception was always better at night. By using the large ship’s antenna, I could pull 
in several U.S. stations while far down off the South American coast. (In port whenever we had 
more than a day or two in Buenos Aires, the captain always asked me to hook the antenna to 
his radio. I always acquiesced.) 
 
One extra duty was laundry (personal), when in port we sent it ashore. Shirts, suits, etc.  At sea 
we did our own. A bucket filled with water, dump in some powdered soap, clothes, insert a 
steam line and let it bubble and heat up. A light rubbing, rinse, and done. Socks, underwear and 
pants. They needed little or no pressing. Apparently some of the others had irons. 
 
In the evening after dinner might be a short time small group sitting on the #3 hatch passing the 
time of day. Often I would stay out there at night and marvel at the starry sky. What clarity and 
millions of stars! I bought a star book and learned many of the constellations. On each of these 
trips we would see essentially the complete celestial globe, both north and south. The first time 
I picked out the “southern cross” as it came up over the horizon I was quite pleased. We went 
as far as about 40 degrees south latitude when down below B.A. Later on I bought a mesh 
hammock in Brazil and on good nights would sling it over the hatch. It was very pleasant lying 
there swinging, in effect, as the ship rolled and it generally did. Deck chairs were not the vogue. 
I think maybe only the captain had one and he only used it on the lower bridge, or his wife did 
when we were running coastwise in good weather. 
 
I made an occasional trip to the engine room. This was a fascinating area of steam hissing, heat, 
moving machinery, noise of all levels and frequencies, lots of polished brass, gratings. Three 
men were on duty, normally: an assistant engineer, an oiler, a fireman. During the day two 
wipers did the dirty cleanup work. The main signalling to the engine room was from the bridge 
by means of cables or lines linking a hand operated “telegraph.” The bridge telegraph was 
swung back and forth which operated a bell in the engine room and alerted the engineer on 
duty. The mate or other on the bridge would then bring the telegraph to rest with its indicator 
arrow pointing at the desired action.  Ahead Slow, Stop, Astern Fast, or such. The engineer on 
duty would then do a repeat performance to indicate that he had received the order and would 
execute it. These orders were basically only used when entering and leaving port or in an 
emergency at sea. The other means of communication was by “speaking tube.” These were 
hollow brass pipes about 1½-2” in diameter running between various parts of the ship. There 
were ones from the bridge to the captain, to the engine room, to the radio room, maybe more. 
One from the engine room to the chief’s room. In using these one opened his end with a small 
lever, blew into the tube which caused a shrill whistle at the other end (when closed). This 
alerted the other end and conversation took place down the tube, both ends now open. I used 
mine to the bridge only to send up time signals. Rather seldom, I would get a whistle from the 
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bridge to report to the captain on “what is that ship we are passing?” I never became very 
adept with this communication line. There were no phones. 
 
The engine room contained, besides the main populsion, many steam-operated  pumps for 
water, oil, bilge water, refrigeration, and such. Two or more electrical generators for  lights, 
charging batteries, etc. many dials and gauges to indicate quantities of fluid levels in tanks, 
bunkers, bilges etc. The turbine gear reducer drove the main shaft which extended from the 
engine room to the extreme stern of the ship to the screw. This was a large (8-10 feet?), 4-
bladed propellor. The shaft may have been 15 or more inches in diameter and 100 feet long. It 
was housed in a “shaft alley,” an enclosed tunnel large enough to allow transit (uncomfortably) 
by a person. It was said to be the living quarters for king-sized cockroaches which could only be 
dispatched with a large machine hammer. If you didn’t kill them with the first swing you were 
done for sure. I never explored this area! 
 
One trip, after we had been at sea for half a day headed south, the chief dramatically told the 
dinner table that we had a bent prop. He determined this by a shaft vibration, probably based 
upon experience. He suggested that we had likely tipped one of the blades by hitting a log in 
Mobile Bay, where, seemingly, they had first noticed the effect. It was not enough of a 
problem, estimated, to cause serious trouble so we proceeded. At one of the ports in South 
America where we docked after discharge of a fair part of our cargo and where there were 
machine shops available, it was repaired. The modus operandi was to pump fluids, oil and 
water, from the stern tanks to the forward or bow tanks and to unload cargo first from the 
stern holds. This caused the stern to rise and the bow to sink. When the prop half-cleared the 
water, it was rotated to bring the bent blade up out of the water. (At our first port someone 
had been lowered to the prop to determine that in fact it was damaged and our estimate of the 
extent.) A shore machine shop was called in to repair the blade. This was an interesting event of 
that voyage. 
 
One other event, at sea was a sudden ringing of the engine room telegraph to “full astern” and 
a “hard over” of the helm (steering wheel).The lookout had sighted rocks dead ahead. The 
“rocks” slowly sank! We had nearly hit a whale. 
 
[St. Thomas, Virgin Islands, January 11, 1983. Balmy trade winds at Villa Olga dive hotel, 
overlooking Charlotte Amalie harbor, and Hassell Island.] 
 
A typical voyage itinerary was about as follows. After unloading cargo in New Orleans, mostly, 
we started loading in New Orleans and continued at one to 2 or 3 other Gulf ports to more or 
less a full cargo. Then we headed south. To take full advantage of wind and current our route 
took us through the Gulf southeast to the lane between the Florida Keys and Cuba. We sailed 
along the north side of Cuba and Haiti close enough to see the land easily. Before reaching 
Puerto Rico we took the Mona Passage south into the Caribbean. This was a channel between 
Mona Island or Rock and the western end of Puerto Rico. Mona Island, in memory, looked like a 
large steep-sided rock sticking out of the water (Some 30 years later we vacationed at this 
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western end of Puerto Rico at Acquidillo and I saw this part of Puerto Rico in fact, which I had 
only imagined from the Clearwater.) We then proceeded east and south and left the Caribbean 
Sea(using the Dominican or Martinique passages) between some of the Leeward Islands into 
the South Atlantic. The passage through these islands was generally narrow enough to see land 
on either side of the ship. All these islands are small, semi-mountainous green protuberances 
from the sea. They are the tops of a very high mountain chain extending from South America to 
North America. By this time we had been at sea for a few days and land looked inviting. Non-
the-less we always passed by. We made no stops tetween the Gulf ports of the U.S. and the 
northernmost part of Brazil. Our trip south from the Windward Islands through the South 
Atlantic was well removed from the coast of South America such that the next land fall was 
either our first port of call if northern Brazil or the eastern-most part of Brazil, Cape ______.  
 
By this time we had been in the tropic zones for some days, had crossed the equator and were 
in the area of trade winds, sudden wind and rain squalls, porpoises, flying fish, and an 
occasional sea bird. We did not often see other ships in this area as the north and south sea 
lanes were separated by many miles and overtaking other ships was a rarity, they all mostly 
proceeded at the same speed. 
 
At sea we always ran with 10 nozzles at about 10 knots (a sea mile per hour, 6000 feet = one 
sea mile). By a wise choice of route wind and current could add several knots to this speed. We 
practically always made better than 240 sea miles per 24 hours, say between 300 and 400. 
 
Each day at local noon, a formal position location was determined and entered into the ship’s 
log and spotted on the chart. This was done by the second mate. The third mate and the deck 
cadet also practiced taking the noon sight. In some cases the average of the two mates’ sights 
were used to improve accuracy of position determination or to note and prevent a serious 
error. 
 
This noon “sight” was taken with a sextant, one of the two precision measurement instruments 
used in the ship’s navigation. The other was the chronometer (clock). The sextant was an 
instrument for measuring the angle between two distant points from the ship. At local noon, 
defined as the time at which the sun reached its highest elevation above the horizon, this 
elevation angle was measured. At the same instant the ship’s chronometer reading (time) was 
noted. 
 
Navigation tables were entered for the particular day of the year with the elevation angle. This 
gives a value for latitude (angle from the equator). The difference in time between the 
chronometer reading and noon at Greenwich, England, is turned into longitude east or west of 
Greenwich by a simple multiplication. Thus, one has a value for latitude and for longitude. 
These are spotted on the chart, and all computations into the ship’s log. We know where we 
are to within a few miles. Thus later tolerance or error is made up of numerous inaccuracies: 
chronometer reading, sun elevation angle measurement, navigation tables. Each of these had 
numerous inaccuracies. The chronometer is a precise clock, hand wound each day (I believe) to 
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a standard torque, housed in a wooden box and slung on double gimbals. These clocks never 
keep precise time but they measure time with a closely nonvarying change. That is, they lose or 
gain about the same time each day, a few seconds. This value is known and used as a correction 
value. At the time I went to sea, time checks were received by radio each day, 9 P.M. in the 
evening and 9 A.M. in the morning (the latter not always possible because of radio interference 
and weak signals). These times were the local time in Washington, D.C. The signal I generally 
received originated at the Naval Observatory and were transmitted by Navy Stations. They 
were sent out on numerous frequencies and I shifted around until I found a readable one as we 
proceeded south. During the last 5 minutes before the hour the seconds were sent as “ticks” 
with special code to tell which minute. The series ended with a long “blast” on the hour. My 
duty was to alert the bridge prior to the start then send the end of each minute and the hour 
tone. These signals were relayed by me with head phones over my ears and my mouth glued to 
the speaking tube. Static and weak signals were always a problem. I could not reach the 
receiver while using the speaking tube and with the perverseness of nature a good signal would 
fade away just before the crucial point. The second mate who cared for the chronometer and 
its updating, never quite believed my story, I think. 
 
The U.S. marine weather forecast always followed the time signal. This I typed up for the bridge 
whenever we were in U.S. and Caribbean waters covered by the forecast. In other areas I found 
local forecasts whenever possible, other ship’s data, etc. Each day while near the U.S. , the 
mates worked up a ship’s weather conditions which I transmitted to the available Navy station 
in the area. These were 5-digit coded messages (a standard known as Station Code) which gave 
wind, waves, clouds, temperature, barometer, and such data. Basically, all U.S. ships did this 
and so the U.S. Weather Service had many pieces of weather data from which to put together a 
forecast. Sometimes this took a long siege at the radio to get the message off through distance 
and static. Mostly I succeeded. Sometimes it was necessary to relay the messsage through 
another ship closer to the shore station. 
 
The sextant operation was as follows. One looked into an eyepiece horizontally out to the 
horizon. An adjustable arm contained a mirror and a piece of dark glass by which an image of 
the sun was reflected into view of the eyepiece. Thus, one could see the horizon and the sun’s 
image superimposed. As the sun rose higher (elevation angle increased) one tracked it to hold 
the lower edge of the sun’s disk aligned with the horizon. When the sun reached its apex one 
stopped the adjustment, descended to the chart room while counting seconds, read the 
chronometer and wrote it down with the seconds counted. Then the sextant angle was read 
and recorded. Height above the water was also recorded. If the horizon was obscured by clouds 
or other, an artificial horizon of a well of mercury contained in the sextant was used. If the sun 
was obscured, no noon sight. 
 
A somewhat similar procedure was used at dawn and at dusk in which planets were used rather 
than the sun. These were not quite as accurate, but did contribute to the overall navigation of 
the ship. 
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Each day after the noon sight and position fix, the 2nd mate reset all the normal ship’s clocks 
when were running east or west appreciably. This could be a total ofset of over three hours as 
we went around Cape_________, the eastern most part of Brazil. My clock in the radio room 
was always set at Greenwich Mean Time (GMT) to which all my data, messages, logs, schedules, 
and so forth were referenced. I kept it corrected myself whenever I got good time signals. The 
main ship’s clocks always ran in “bells.” The ship’s bell was always rung at each bell by one of 
the able seamen, day and night. 
 
Back to our typical itinerary. Our first port of entry in South America varied from Para just inside 
the mouth of the Amazon River, 60 miles below the equator, to Bahia Blanca, Argentina, below 
Buenos Aires some _____ degrees south latitude. The former took 14 days out of Port Arthur, 
the latter, 28 days out of Mobile. On the other four trips we landfalled at ports in between. 
 
At each port of call going south we unloaded cargo generally docking at the larger cities and 
anchoring in the harbor of the smaller ports. Sometimes this latter was predicated upon 
available dock space, cost, or limited depth of water at the docks. Unloading at the docks was 
somewhat faster so we spent less time in port. However, one could go ashore readily down the 
gangplank when we unloaded.  While anchored we unloaded into barges which were 
somewhat unwieldy and took longer. Shore availability was limited to rowboat transportation 
and the whims of the boatmen. Getting back to the ship late in the evening could be a night 
ride. On one occasion we had a semi-drunken boatman who lost one paddle just prior to 
reaching the lowered gangway. We managed to fasten it to the platform long enough to get off, 
threw the remaining paddle into the boat and he was on his own. Because of the waves we 
were moving up and down three or more feet at the gangway platform and it took great agility 
to make the leap up several steps to keep out of the water 
 
I recall one other occasion at Montevideo, Uruguay, where we were anchored out in the roads 
at the end of the break water with a fairly heavy sea running. Several of us had to charter (hire) 
a powered large launch to make it back. It cost money! The captain was not too happy as we 
were close to sailing time. 
 
When anchored at the small ports, we were solicited by “bum boats,” rowboat stores, in effect, 
which carried fruit etc. to tempt the sea-weary sailor. Bananas were my favorite, with oranges, 
etc.  
 
[Thur. St. Thomas, still balmy] 
 
In one small port, Angra Dos Reis (_________) Brazil I got ashore some way and walked through 
the town (about 20 secs) then up into the hills behind the town. I found this very interesting. 
There was a rough path. I found a small water line leading from up in the hills down to the 
town. This ran partly on the ground and partly in split bamboo poles. It had been manmade, of 
a sort. The way it wound about and the manner of situating and supporting the bamboo poles 
was, to me, must unusual. It seemed a very precarious pipeline. A slight kick, bump, or wind 
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would have cut off the water supply completely! I presume it to have started at a spring and 
ended in a tank or barrel (maybe a few 5-gallon cans.) 
 
On several of the voyages south our entire cargo (almost) was cased gasoline. This was loaded 
at Port Arthur and dropped off at many of the small Brazilian ports. This gasoline was crated in 
wooden boxes, two 5-gallon metal cans to a case or crate. I have beeen told that these metal 
cans, after being emptied, were used throughout Brazil, particularly back in the jungle areas, as 
the universal container. Food, water, basin, tub, storage, trough, whatever required 
containment. 
 
As noted, most of these crates were lowered from the ship by derrick from the hold up to deck 
level, then over the side down into lighters or barges. The derricks were always operated by 
natives, as well as all the crate moving. A sling load was generally 20 crates. A few would come 
out of the hold leaking gasoline. These may have been caused during loading at Port Arthur, 
shifting  cargo while at sea, or by being dropped during the unloading process. In any event, 
leaking gasoline is a highly inflammable and explosive situation. Smoking was never allowed on 
deck when we were loaded with gasoline. However, in many cases the native barges were used 
by the unloaders as living quarters, in effect, and I have seen partly open fires at one end where 
food was being prepared. We never blew up but I was concerned! 
 
Thus, we proceeded south, unloading. Our cargo from the States included, other than cased 
gasoline, machinery, canned goods, lumber, and various manufactured articles. The lumber was 
carried as a deckload, primarily, and was considered a “good” cargo by the crew; it took longer 
to unload and load, thus more shore leave. The lumber was destined for Argentina, Bahia 
Blanca, I think. Southern Argentina tends to be open pampas land, very few trees, thus the 
need for building lumber. We had pine, picked up at Mobile or Pensacola. 
 
As we started north on the homeward leg we began loading cargo. This consisted variously of 
bones, coffee, cacao beans. The bones, from cattle, were loaded in Argentina and filled a 
complete hold or two. This was a dirty, dusty, loading and unloading period. Many bugs etc. 
came aboard with the bones. At the completion of each “bone” trip, the ship had to go through 
a fumigation cycle. This took a day or so in New Orleans. 
 
Mostly, however, we carried coffee and maybe 10 to 25% cacao beans. The Mississippi Shipping 
Co. was known as the coffee line or Coffee Fleet and that is what it carried. Again, depending 
upon the size of the port, the bags, each a hundred kilograms, were loaded by conveyor belt 
machinery from the dock in slings, or from lighters with slings, in increasing order of slowness. I 
think that all the bags were unloaded with conveyor belt machinery in the States, primarily in 
New Orleans. 
 
I don’t remember carryng chicory, the common dilutant of coffee in New Orleans. Maybe we 
did? 
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[Saturday, January 14 still in St. Thomas, V.I., still balmy.] 
 
When we were loaded we headed for New Orleans. This would be a last port of call in Brazil 
between Rio and Bahia. The return run would take 16-21 days, depending upon how far north 
we started. We always went into our home port, New Orleans, first. Here we always unloaded 
the coffee and cacao beans. We also dropped the bones here, I recall. 
 
The return trip followed a somewhat different route to take full advantage of wind, current, 
and distance. We entered the Caribbean Sea further south, between Trinidad and Tobago or 
between Tobago and Grenada. These were always welcome sights as they were the first landfall 
since leaving Brazil. Small green isles protubering[sic] from the blue sea. We headed more or 
less directly for New Orleans then, south of Jamaica and through the Yucatan Channel between 
Cuba and Mexico. We might see Jamaica and I think we came close enough to see the Caymans 
one trip. 
 
The weather at sea was generally balmy until we came close to the Mississippi River delta in the 
winter, Suddenly it would get cold 50 or so miles out from the entrance to one of the river 
passes. New Orleans is not balmy in the winter. Neither is the river. The trips up and down the 
river were interesting, however. The land on both sides is quite flat and all at sea level, very 
nearly. A few villages and scattered houses almost in the water. This area of the river shifts 
around a great deal and it is difficult to maintain passages. Pilots must always be used. I think 
we may have had to use 3 pilots to get from the Gulf to the docks. In general, two pilots were 
always required when entering a port. The first was picked up outside almost in the ocean 
proper. He directed the ship from the ocean over bars into channels into the harbor, say. As 
sandbars and channels were never permanently fixed due to the shifting waves, these pilots 
were required to maintain full knowledge of changes. Sometimes they were picked up far at sea 
from a tug. At one small port in Brazil, the pilot came very far out in a canoe with one other 
aide. We pulled both and the canoe up on deck then went in. 
 
On occasion a fair sea might be running and we would need to stand by for a time for the pilot 
to reach us. This could be an exciting event to witness in heavy weather as the pilot transferred 
one way or the other between the small pilot boat and our ship. High waves and heavy wind 
lifted the pilot boat up and down many feet as he tried for his jump. We lowered a rope ladder 
down the side. If he were very agile and lucky he could grasp the ladder at the highest rise of 
the pilot boat and scramble up before the ship rolled him back into the sea!  Sometimes they 
got wet. 
 
It was not unusual that seas would be running so high that the pilot could not be taken off. He 
stayed on board until the next port of call! 
 
A harbor pilot was used to direct the ship as it entered the port proper until it reached the 
specific docking or anchorage. The situation was always a little different for each port, sand 
bars,  tides, buoys, currents, winds, navigation hazards which had not yet been put in published 
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charts all required a specialist with up-to-date first-hand knowledge. Although the captain was 
still responsible for the ship he was required to follow the pilot’s directions. 
 
After a long voyage between ports, the noise of the ship’s turbine and gearbox and the ship’s 
motion became so familiar that it was almost not noticed. However, as we neared a port and 
the turbine was shut down for a period of time, the change was so dramatic that it would 
awaken me from a sound sleelp. A few moments were necessary before I became conscious of 
what had actually happened. We had arrived! I practically always arose and went out on deck 
to see the happening. 
 
After the pilots and generally before we actually docked, customs officers and immigration 
people of the country would come on board. They had to investigate ship’s papers, cargo lists, 
crew members and such before the crew and ship could have any interchange with the natives. 
A doctor or medical type also came on board to determine infectious diseases brought in from 
other ports. 
 
Our passports were seamen’s passports and limited us to length of stay related to the ship and 
its activities. Quite often I typed up the contents and personnel descriptions for new crew 
members. They were then stamped by the captain with “official” stamp to validate them. The 
ones we used were called Argentine passports and were in Spanish but we used them for Brazil 
and Uruguay as well as Argentina. The captain kept charge of them during all parts of a foreign 
voyage. Thus, if you “jumped ship” or got left in a foreign port, you had a “no-passport 
problem.” 
 
The various ports left more or less images. These are related to particular incidents, geographic 
and cultural differences, length of stay. The Gulf ports were no big deal to me. I hardly 
remember Tampa, Pensacola, and Galveston as ports for the Clearwater. New Orleans and Port 
Arthur I have mentioned. Baton Rouge, Louisiana, was memorable because of the trip up the 
river from New Orelans with differing scenery than from New Orleans down the river. I recall 
passing beneath the big bridge across the Mississippi River above New Orleans, the Huey Long 
bridge. It sticks in my mind in one way in that the radio signal took a large increase in level as 
we passed. This was a little startling as I had not expected it and still would be hard put for a 
good technical explanation. I don’t recall what we picked up or unloaded at Baton Rouge. 
 
Mobile is memorable because our one visit just preceded the passage of a hurricane. This is the 
only one we came near to in any of the six voyages. Of course I had read much data on this type 
storm and followed the tracks of many whenever in the Gulf. This was in October and we had 
been making a few stops at Gulf ports: N.O., Tampa, Pensacola, Mobile. I had been getting 
weather reports throughout. At sea just preceding a hurricane a dead calm occurs. The sea gets 
very quiet, almost glassy in appearance, no waves, only long swells. This is what happened as 
we neared Mobile. We stayed in Mobile about three days, the storm passed without much ado 
(as I recall) and all was well when we left. Except this was when we bent our prop. Probably 
debris from the storm had floated out into Mobile Bay. 
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The deck cadet at this time was Leo Clark, Jr. and he was a Mobile native. He and I were good 
friends by then and he treated me to entertainment and live times during our stay. I had 
already visited Mobile with him during stopovers in New Orleans, not too far distant. One time 
we rented a car and drove New Orleans to Mobile. On this trip, organized by Knight who also 
went, he (Knight) unhooked the speedometer to reduce the rental fees which were on mileage. 
 
A digression on Cadets. As I have said, the Clearwater carried one deck cadet. These were 
always young, about my age, and were about the only officer type that I associated much with. 
On the first trip the cadet was Ercell E. Hart, home town Santa Monica, California. The second 
trip, Truman C. Knight, hometown? Who knows. The third and following trips Leo Clark of 
Mobile. 
 
Hart was a nice chap considerably taller and heavier than I and about the same age. He had 
spent an interesting couple of years prior to joining the Clearwater. He and a friend had 
hitchhiked to  Chicago from Santa Monica and had taken jobs as “rickshaw boys” at the  
Chicago World Fair of 1933. They pulled rickshaw carts for hire through the fairgrounds. 
Following the fair they had drifted up to Minnesota and conceived the idea of traversing the 
Mississippi from head to mouth in a canoe. This they did except to end their voyage at New 
Orleans. During the trip they received several newspaper writeups, which he showed me. It 
apparently was quite a lengthy and exciting time. 
 
He never had any real plans to continue the deck cadet’s course to the point of receiving a third 
mate’s license for a sailor’s career and quit to return to Santa Monica at our return to New 
Orleans. He and I, both strangers to the ship, the crew, and to South America went through 
these baptisms together. I corresponded with him for quite some time but gradually we 
petered out. I think he entered college upon his return to California. 
 
Knight was quite another type! He had served sufficient time and had taken part of his leceinse 
tests by the time he came on board. His time had been spent on others of the company’s fleet, 
some the passenger vessels. He served one trip as a cadet, completed his license exams when 
we returned to New Otleans, then he was signed on as 3rd mate of the Clearwater. 
 
The vacant slot occurred because the chief mate, Hansen, had finally achieved a long sought 
after job as pilot at Biloxi, Miss. Now he could stay ashore with his family! The second and third 
mates stepped up to fill the slots and Knight became third mate. Leo Clark was then signed on 
as deck cadet and served for the next four voyages. He left the ship when I did. I think he just 
wanted an excuse to get back to Mobile and his girlfriend whom he subsequently married. 
When we left the ship in Port Arthur, I was hard put to transport my library of books so shipped 
it to Clark’s home in Mobile, at his suggestion. I never was abale to recover these books! I never 
got back to Mobile and I never could get him to ship them. I think it was pure indolence on his 
part. Every time I wrote him he answered with a promise! Many of these were electrical and 
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technological books which could have been of no use to him. Others were on travel, navigation, 
ships, etc. all gone! 
 
I think Clark got into something in the harbormaster’s office at Mobile as a career but I lost 
contact after about 10 years of fruitless requests for my books. 
 
Knight and I corresponded for a number of years and I believe it was he that told me the old 
Clearwater was put on the North Atlantic-Murmansk run during the war and went down from 
enemy action, aged about 24 years. [NOTE in Ms. “Not so! She was scrapped in Turkey 1958. 
WCW”] 
 
Back to Knight: He was tall and somewhat blond and of a somewhat nebulous background. This 
latter because he had a pathological need to enlarge upon and falsify past experience. After 
some months I became suspicious of his past activity recounts and kept a rough log. After the 
count of his total years of experience reached 30 to 40 or so I quit. He spent his salary as he 
received it and then borrowed. He owed crew members on other ships and he owed me when I 
left the Clearwater. I got some of it back by taking his small trunk and a few other items useful 
to me in exchange. He was an ebullient sort and always for shore trips. He and Clark and I often 
went together. Knight was not completely honest and nearly got us into difficulties at times. In 
some bars the waitresses would keep track and total the bill by counting empty bottles when 
we were ready to leave. Knight would surreptitiously move a few of the bottles to another table 
or to the floor. Waitresses became excited when they discovered such a practice! They had to 
buy the full bottles at the bar before serving them. Neither was he above cheating taxi drivers 
and boatmen. He always had a good front and a laugh when caught even if his face was red. He 
apparently kept up his flying and I had pictures sent me of planes he was flying in Buenos Aires, 
but who knows? 
 
He always had several deals going on each trip. Buying a radio or two in the States, using them 
on the way south, then sneaking them ashore in South America for a profitable sale. Going 
north, it was liquor and such. Always wheeling and dealing in something. 
 
[Monday, Aug 13, 1984, Barnegat Light, N.J.] 
 
Knight, Clark and I quite often went ashore together in the evening. Both of them had ship duty 
all day and Knight sometimes at night was “ship’s officer.” Our evenings ashore were generally 
drinks and women, always the former and as often as possible the latter. Without Knight, Clark 
and I would take in a movie. Alone, I sometimes went to a higher level of recreation, an opera a 
couple of times or a musical. Gambling was engaged in, slightly, by me at least. In these 
adventures it consisted of very small-time wagers in the small port gambling spots. In Santos 
and one or two of the other ports there was a game of some little more interest. It took place in 
a large room at one end of which was a large elevated stage. The gamblers placed a bet with 
money and a choice of a 3-digit number at betting windows. Periodically a run or drawing was 
made and winners paid off. The drawing act was carried out by several girls on roller skates, in 
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“costumes” who performed by knocking wooden balls about on the stage. Occasionally a ball 
would end up in a number slot which would light up. When three numbers were lighted, the 
drawing was over. One had, in effect, a “run” for his money. Gambling had little attraction for 
me. I did go to the race track one time in Rio. I did this at the request of the third assistant 
engineer who fancied horses a little bit. A new track was having an inaugural opening so we 
went. I wagered about 25 cents on each of the seven races and came back about 25 cents 
ahead. It had been interesting but not enthralling. The trip to the suburbs was probably the 
better part of the trip. 
 
Movies in South America were different. Although most of them were U.S. films with English 
sound tracks they were very difficult to understand. The sound was never very good and there 
was generally a high level of noise in the movie house. The natives couldn’t understand the 
English, and Spanish or Portuguese subtitles were projected at the bottom of the screen. Thus, 
they carried on conversation, eating popcorn and peanuts, and only quieted down to music. 
The most difficult ones were the few German films, in German sound and Spanish subtitles. 
They were hard to follow. These were in Buenos Aires wherein they were was quite a German 
element. 
 
We made numerous trips to the beaches in Rio and Santos. The Copacabana beach at Rio was 
very beautiful. On my last trip I was able to take the trip to the top of Sugarloaf in Rio. Prior to 
this the cables were being repaired after being damaged by gunfire during one of the many 
revolutions. The cable car ride was very interesting and was made in two stages, changing cars 
at the halfway point. The lower cables passed over one of the military bases, thus the cable 
damage. 
 
Rio is truly a beautiful city, at least in the central area and along the water. The sidewalks are 
quite wide and in mosaic tile in attractive patterns. Palm trees, flowers, tropical flora, and such. 
Our stays were not long but I enjoyed the city. A spectactular view was had one morning when 
we entered the harbor just before dawn, dropped anchor out in the harbor, and waited for the 
customs and quarantine officials. The sun arose over the surrounding mountains and it was 
very stirring. All moonrises were worth watching, through palm trees and over the water 
especially. Outside of Rio one of the mountains is crowned with a very large statue of Christ, 
lighted at night. I have seen it many miles at sea. The entrance to the harbor is through a pass 
between towering cliffs into a completely sheltered harbor, probably the best and largest in the 
world. 
 
The entrance to Victoria, Brazil, is also beautiful though not as spectacular. There is a passage of 
several miles up the river, not too wide, with banks of tropical foliage on both sides. 
 
During our trips ashore we very seldom really met the natives, only the dock and bar people. 
However, we struck up an acquaintance with a couple of families in Buenos Aires, initially at a 
restaurant. There were two girls in the families, naturally [Added later: “Blanca Martinez, I 
recall, was one.”]. The mothers were British, the fathers Argentine. The daughters knew very 
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little English having been born in the Argentine. This was not always the case, however. One 
time in Buenos Aires I found a radio parts store and was attempting to make a purchase with 
my limited Spanish when a chap stepped in to help. He spoke good Spanish, apparently, and 
good English but with an Irish brogue. After the purchase we conversed a little. I asked him how 
long he had been in Argentina (he must have been about 25 years). To my surprise he stated 
that he had been born there. He lived out of the city in a community seemingly of Irish settlers. 
 
Buenos Aires was a very international city. We spent many days there, about 50 in seven 
dockings. I learned to know the city well. Transportation was excellent. The best being so-called 
“collectives” which were small buses, midway between a taxi and a bus, both in size, numbers, 
and flexibility. There were standard routes but many stops on each route. And they ran almost 
all night. 
 
My first contact with a no-vehicular-traffic-street was in B.A., Calle Florida (Flower Street). It has 
been set off for pedestrian shoppers only. In one restaurant we visited, on a splurge, all tables 
had numbers and telephones. If one spotted an interesting looking person (girl) at another 
table, use the telephone to make an initial contact. This was far out stuff to me! The parks and 
avenues in B.A. were tropically beautiful. The city large and active.  
 
The entrance to B.A. was of interest. We took on a river pilot at the entrance to the Rio de la 
Plata (River of Silver). This must have been 10-20 miles from the city. When we reached the city 
environs there was a tortuous long passage through a waterway which required two tugs and a 
special pilot. One tug was tied to the bow, the other to the stern and by pulling and shoving put 
the old Clearwater through the labyrinth of ships, docks, turns, and miscellaneous watercraft of 
a teeming port. We passed through one bridge, Queen Victoria, which seemingly had been 
given the Argentines by the British. The vehicular traffic was carried on a roadway which rose 
between two towers to clear the way for ships. (Years later I saw the original, I suppose, in 
London.) Generally, we docked in an area called LaBoca (the mouth). This was truly a 
waterfront dock milieu. Many many ships, all sizes, all nations. It contained all the needs and 
necessities for the cargo handling, for the ships, for the crews, both day and night. It could be 
dangerous of one were not careful. Yet I never had any difficulty of any sort in any of the South 
American ports. (Attempts at overcharging being normal, of course.) 
 
In the evening on a shore leave the first stop would be a bar for a first drink and a shoeshine 
then on up to the city proper. There was a large German element in B.A. and, naturally, a large 
number of bars which advertised Cerveza Alleman (German beer). We generally patronized 
these. A standard accoutrement was a musical group, strings mostly, two to four musicians. It 
was pleasant. 
 
The passenger liners docked very near the city center. We docked in this quarter only once, I 
recall. The great liners of Europe docked here. British Lloyd, Spanish, Italian, French, German, 
Dutch, etc. Many of these were very beautiful ships. They were especially striking when passed 
nearby in a river or at sea when the full ship could be viewed with a “bone in her teeth” (a 
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foamy bow wave). The Italian line was the most beautiful with full graceful lines, good colors, 
nice stacks and superstructure. In addition to passengers, many of these ships carried Argentine 
beef to Europe under refrigeration. 
 
The dock area was most interesting to me. Languages, people, costumes, ships, cargoes from all 
over the earth were bow-to-stern. On one trip we could command no dock space so tied up 
outside another freighter which was docked. Oddly this was the British freighter Swinburne, 
about the same size and type as the Clearwater. Several months earlier we had been in a 
northern Brazil port with her. It was a small town and when I went ashore and dropped in to 
about the only dock bar, I became acquainted with the radio operator from the Swineburne, 
Woodman by name [Inserted later: “Kenneth Woodman, Marconi“]. He was short on money so 
we ended up by me paying the beer bill, for which he was very apologetic. We exchanged 
experiences, press schedules, ship lore, and descriptions of our captains and crews. One or the 
other ship cleared that evening so it was a short acquantanceship. 
 
Thus, when we tied up alongside, Woodman was there to greet me. He was still short of money 
(their pay was much lower than the U.S.). However, his pride was at stake so he did a tour of 
shipmates and raised enough cash to purchase a bottle of scotch. After dinner we started our 
evening in his radio room, discussing equipment, etc. We traded a few items of gear while 
lowering the level of the bottle of scotch in a decently steady rate. The British Swineburne shut 
down their electrical generators in port at about 11 P.M. or midnight as an economy measure. 
Woodman and I then found our way over the two rails to the Clearwater to my radio room 
where we continued conversation aided by the scotch. As the radio room was adjacent to the 
chief mate’s cabin and not too far from the captain’s quarters I felt that we should not try their 
patience unnecessarily so we finally ended up in my cabin next to the 3rd mate’s cabin. As time 
went on he became somewhat intolerant of our conversation. The cabins were not 
soundproofed. I think he even banged on the bulkhead a few times, which we ignored. When 
the scotch ran out we quit conversing and Woodman found his way back to the Swineburne. 
The third mate and I were not really friendly the next day and for some time. Actually we had 
never been and never were. He was an older chap, a Norwegian, sailing ship experience, a 
former captain but relegated to a mate’s slot by the depression. He was quite dour and stuck to 
himself. I never ran into Woodman after B.A. but had one or more radio contacts at sea. He was 
on an East Coast U.S. to South America run. 
 
It was in Buenos Aires that we attended a movie of Hedy Lamarr in her famous German film. 
[editor’s note:  This was probably “Ecstasy.”] It was considered very risque at that time but was 
actually very tame by 1984 standards. The most memorable feature (50 years later) is that 
there was very little conversation (German language and Spanish subtitles) but then not much 
was needed. We spent one (at least) national holiday in B.A., parades, celebrations,and such. 
 
Fiesta time in South America was most interesting. These included Mardi Gras (before Lent) as 
in New Orleans but there were others, mainly church-related festivals. The one I remember 
mainly was in Bolivia. This took place during our first or second trip. Who I went ashore with I 
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am not sure but it was one of my age group. The city was certainly jumping, wall-to-wall people 
on all the principal streets, singing, dancing, watching, spectating, and celebrating. One feature, 
an ice-breaker possibly, was the use of perfumed water bottles with jets which could be 
operated by blowing through mouthpieces. Thus, one could eject a stream of this perfumed 
water quite a distance with a good pressure blow. By this way one could get the attention of a 
nearby pretty girl skipping the language barrier (or vice versa). Snake dances were everywhere 
and we joined in several during the evening. It was great fun for a midwestern boy far from 
home. 
 
I recall entering this same port several trips later, early in the evening on New Year’s Eve. It was 
too late to clear port officials and too costly to dock during a holiday so we dropped anchor. 
Although we could see the fireworks we missed all the festivities. 
 
Bahia was situated on two levels: the original settlement and port area at sea level at the base 
of a small mountain and the newer upper level on top of the plateau. There were two routes to 
the upper level, elevators, which operated only into the early evening, and a circuitous winding 
roadway. This latter was generally our route back to the ship late at night. It was not one to 
take alone, only in a small group for protection as lighting was nil. It was here also that we 
generally anchored and handled cargo into lighters. Thus, shore leave was via rowboats a 
quarter to a mile. On a windy night with a half inebriated boatman this could be very exciting, 
to say the least. Price bargaining with payment in advance were additional requisites to return 
to one’s bunk before the sun came up. 
 
Santos in Brazil is a most famous coffee port known far and wide by sailors. It is a large port and 
was the seaport for Brazil’s former capital city, Sao Paulo, some distance inland in the 
mountains. We loaded many thousands of bags of coffee in Santos. Even though it was 
mechanized it still took a long time, 100 kilo bags, 220 pounds. The most famous of the bars at 
the dock area was the Cheve de Ouro (The Golden Key). It was at the corner of the principal 
street into the city proper and the dock street. This was always a stopping point into the city 
and quite often the only stop of the evening. It was well run and no hooliganism was tolerated. 
A quick call to a nearby policman quickly quelled any surfacing disturbance. “See you at the 
Golden Key” was a familiar rendevous plan. Just outside streetcars could be boarded into the 
city. The streetcars were all open-sided similar to the cable cars of San Francisco but larger. The 
coin taker walked outside on the stepboard. The most primitive of such transportation we 
encountered at a dock area outside one of the small Brazilian cities. This was a horsecar pulled 
by two donkeys on a narrow gauge rail line. It was only a few miles long but quite a new 
experience for me. Santos has a nice ocean beach area and some pleasant parks. Koala bears 
could be seen in the trees of the city parks. There appeared to be some form of sloth hanging 
by their long claws from limbs. They were difficult to spot as their movements are very slow 
and seldom. 
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[Added later:] 
It was in Santos that we witnessed a ship fire and explosion. This was a British ship, I believe, 
docked some quarter mile from us but as the docks curved somewhat, we had a view. Our first 
knowledge was a dock siren which went off just off the Clearwater. We had just completed 
dinner and were leaving the mess room. The old-timers knew what it meant: “Fire on a ship.” 
We rushed to the rail and could see smoke coming from one of the ship’s hatches clearly. This 
went on for a very short time, then it exploded. Hatch covers, lumber, steel beams, all shot far 
into the air above the ship’s masts. With this it slowly drifted from the dock into the channel 
and began sinking. Within 20 minutes it was all over. Only the tips of the masts were above 
water. The ship had been discharging salt petre (nitre). Somehow a fire started, then the 
expolsion. Several persons were killed and a number injured. An exciting episode to us. A full 
cargo of cased gasline is a explosive cargo. When we left Santos and for several later passages 
we passed nearby the menancing mast tips. 

 
It was in Santos that I had my only real brush with the law. Clark and I had attended a movie 
and were returning to the ship in midevening on a streetcar. I sat on the outside with Clark next 
to me. On the far side of Clark was a native in typical white coat and barefoot. He appeared to 
be under the influence of something as he kept muttering and making remarks about us to the 
other passengers causing some hilarity and amusement. He also was annoying Clark with 
elbows and feet. When the car stopped at the Golden Key, I stepped to the runningboard to let 
Clark get off whereupon the native gave Clark a shove with a few more “choice” words. Clark 
did nothing but I was incensed and sent a good kick to the native’s stomach. This raised cain 
and pandemonium on the streetcar. The ever-present policeman listened to a few words in 
Portuguese from the witnesses, hustled me to the call box and in a few minutes I had a ride to 
headquarters in a patrol wagon (alone). 
 
This concerned me somewhat but I was still irate. When it was discovered at headquarters that 
I didn’t understand Portuguese, a captain who spoke English was called into the booking. I told 
him that we weren’t a couple of brawling sailors, had spent the evening at a movie, and that I 
felt the only reason I had been hauled in was because I was an American and the natives were 
sticking by their errant compatriot. I was asked a couple of questions: What ship? What movie? 
And sent on my way. By this time Clark had located a waitress (?) acquaintance, a cab, and had 
reached headquarters. We all crawled back in the cab, repaired to a nearby hostelry and 
calmed down. Then back to the Clearwater for a night’s sleep. 
 
However, now that I recall this was not my only touch with the Brazilian law. The other 
occurred on my first trip ashore, in Pernambuco. Hart and I had made it ashore after dinner and 
were wandering the streets of the city. It apparently was situated in several islands, as I recall 
we kept crossing on bridges. We must have wandered down into a seamy area. I don’t know. 
Hart knew a smattering of textbook Spanish but not enough to converse. Suddenly without 
warning we were buttonholed by a couple of plainclothes relatively husky looking individuals. 
We were about to put up a fight or flight when the natives started crying, “policia! policia!” 
which Hart recognized as meaning “police.” We stood to, and were searched then questioned 
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and released. We never found out the reason but were certainly shaken for a bit. No other 
incidents that night but I wondered about South American cities. It was while returning to the 
ship that I viewed that most romantic of sights, a full moon, through palm trees, over the water, 
in the tropics. A permanent memory. 
 
Pernambucco is located  on the closest point of South America to Africa or the Mediterranean 
Sea. As such it was used by the Germans as port-of-call for their passenger and mail flights from 
Germany to Buenos Aires. At the time of our first stop at Pernambuco (sometimes known as 
Recife), they had been operating a mail plane service along this route. The planes were 
seaplanes carrying two or three men. The planes used pontoons for landing and takeoff, no 
wheels. The Germans kept a ship at Pernambuco as a rendezvous dock, so to speak, for the 
seaplane. At appointed times it put out to sea a few miles where the plane landed, was 
refueled, repaired if necessary and went on its way, either east to the nearest African land or 
south to Rio de Janeiro and Buenos Aires with mail. The ship was almost as large as the 
Clearwater and carried a large crew to run the ship and handle the aircraft, maybe even spare 
plane crews. As proper sailors and Germans they had German beer and would allow foreigners 
(us) to come aboard for a brew. Once or twice I believe I made a radio contact with one of the 
planes. 
 
Later the Graf and the Hindenburg zeppelins were put in service on the same route and carried 
passengers making stops at the major Brazilian, Uruguayan, and Argentine cities along the 
coast. I recall that the Hindenburg made only a maiden voyage along this route and was then 
shifted to the North American route where she much later met her fate. The Graf made many 
trips along this S.A. route without major incident and was retired when the war started, I 
believe. We saw her often at sea and while runnning coastwise. I made radio contacts with both 
the Graf and the Hindenburg as they were always hungry for local weather conditions being 
vulnerable to bad weather of a sort. 
 
The Pan American Clippers were also running this S.A. route but starting in the Caribbean ports. 
They were a familiar sight as they also landed and took off from the water. They sat out nights 
at some port and flew only in the daylight. These were the airimail carriers for our letters to the 
States. They carried a number of passengers on these “flying boats” but the fares were quite 
high. The day’s flight started about 5 or 6 in the morning until around 4 in the afternoon with 
stops at 5-7 cities for mail and passenger changes as well as service and fuel. It took five days 
from Belem in nothern Brazil to Buenos Aires with four overnight stops. 
 
These routes continued on to the west coast of S.A. and north to Central America. (I have an 
itinerary, schedule, and fare sheet dated “2 De Janeiro De 1935”). When I entered into service 
on the Clearwater I had learned a smattering of English, Spanish and no Portuguese. I quickly 
purchased a Spanish and a Portuguese language text and learned a smattering of both. A form 
of Spanish is used in South America other than Brazil. Brazil, because of its original Euopean 
colonization by Portugal, uses a form of Portuguese. I am afraid that my total command of the 
languages never reached a very high level and was a jumble of both. However, I got along 
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finally, for directions, purchases, and minor emergencies. Along the docks and bars many of the 
natives had a smattering of English and catered to all nationalities for business, of which a large 
part was American and British. 
 
A port of more than passing interest was Para (Belem) at the mouth of the Amazon River. It is 
located just off the equator and very tropical. We brought in cased gasoline in our one visit 
there. As a result we did not dock at the city proper but at a small gasoline dock a few miles 
outside the city. It was extremely hot and tropical. This where the anaconda snakes live & 
where my big snake incident was laid.* We spent several days here. It was a bus ride to Para of 
which I remember very little as outstanding. 
 

*Editor’s note: I suspect he is refering to a tale he would tell his children of wrestling a big 
anaconda … and later having the skin make into a wallet and a belt (?) that he would show us. 

 
The Amazon River was of interest. It is very wide at this point and carries huge quantities of soil. 
It discharges into the ocean and can be seen many many miles at sea by the difference in color 
of the water. This is also true of the Oronoco River. 
 
The greatest storm that I passed through on the Clearwater was in the South Atlantic. It lasted 
for several days and in the first part was exhilarating, but by the end was wearing. The constant 
roll and pitch of the ship put unused muscles to work to maintain balance and to walk. The 
change in elevation was great especially at the stern. At times the prop would leave the water 
and the stern then would drop into a trough with a thunderous noise. The winds were very 
close to hurricane velocity and the seas were running at about Beaufort #11 (#12 is limit of 
range). We were in no particular danger unless something went wrong with the engine or 
steering, which it did not. I believe we went into Bahia Blanca, Argentina, at the end of this 
storm. This city is south of Buenos Aires and we spent about three days in port. I recall very 
little about the city but have a vivid memory of the “Bull Pen” located about halfway between 
docks and city. Bahia Blanca is starting to get into the south temperate zone with weather a 
little more moderate than in the tropics. It is about as far south of the equator as New Jersey is 
north. I worked some of the land stations and ships in the Falkland Island and the Cape Horn 
area. 
 

[Added later …] 
The South Atlantic proper is more benign than the North Atlantic with the exception of the 
Caribbean Sea and the Gulf during hurricanes. Our only proximity to one of these was in the 
Gulf during a run from Port Athur, I think, to Mobile. Warnings were out and I could see the text 
book descriptions of an approaching hurricane while we were out in the Gulf. We entered 
Mobile harbor a few hours before it arrived and docked safely. I went ashore and forgot about 
it completely. 
 
The other weather problems of interest were the sudden and short-lived squalls which were 
widespread and numerous in the Caribbean and south through the equator, generally in the 
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tropical sea lines. These were small area localized storms. One could see them far from the ship 
as cloud and rain formations and rough seas. They could travel rather fast but mostly would 
miss us. On occasions when they did not, it became a flurry of activity to remove awnings and 
anything else that the wind might attack. On one such, it arrived too soon and we had a lot of 
ripped canvas, bent pipe, and hatch covers damaged. 

 
The only port we stopped at in Uruguay was Montevideo (Mountain View) located at the 
entrance to the Rio de la Plata River below Buenos Aires. We made three visits here for a total 
of about 6 days. It was a clean, well kept and run city at that time. I do remember the men’s 
public urinals being outside along the sidewalk, no roof, and extending only four feet high! It 
was at Montevideo that several of us had to charter a heavy-seas boat to return to the ship one 
stormy late afternoon. We were anchored out near the breakwater and the harbor is not 
sheltered. The ship was to leave shortly. A costly trip ashore! 
 
I received my only SOS off the coast of northern Brazil late one evening while sitting in the radio 
shack reading, feet on desk. I nearly fell out of the chair it was so loud and clear! There was a 
small storm underway which was not affecting the old Clearwater particularly but seemingly 
had put a small Brazilian ship aground in near the coastline. I grabbed paper and pencil and 
took his message (in Portuguese and international code). He reported his position and 
circumstances and wanted help. I recopied the message, rushed to the captain expecting some 
instant action. He looked at the position, checked where we were, stated that water levels were 
such that we couldn’t get near him. That was it, we continued on. 
 
“SPARKS” 
 

[Added later …] 
“Sparks” was the only name I knew aboard the ship, captain to the lowliest messboy. This was 
true for all ships, I understand. It even interfered with my mail delivery, only the captain knew 
my name and he only on documents. 

 
As a radio operator, “Sparks,” I made out reasonably well. The duties were not onerous, the pay 
was not bad, knowledge required was not great, skill required was moderate. At the start, my 
skill was very low. I have never been highly dextrous manually, am not greatly mechanically 
minded, and have no flair for tools and such. What I know and can do has been the result of 
learning, experience, trial and error (many of these latter). I am not what is known as an 
experimentalist, a person who learns and proceeds rapidly by observing the effects of an 
experiment and devises other trials to proceed further. Neither am I a theoretician who 
proceeds by analysis and computation, paper and pencil only. Rather, I come about midway 
between the two and have had interest in both. 
 
On the Clearwater I started with amost no knowledge of the equipment other than textbook 
reading of similar equipment. The hour or so with Vernon Ray, my predecessor, got me started 
but that was all. I could throw most of the switches but that was abaout it. I was very shaky! 
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The equipment was old, the original complemenet installed when the ship was built and 
outfitted some 17 or 18 years previouslty. The transmitter was a quenched-gap, spark type 
nominally operating at a Z-KW level, a so-called Navy Standard, tunable over the range of 600-
800 meters. It was impressive to me, large brass and copper coils, large knife switches, large 
bakelite knobs, a 3x6 foot panel, and an array of quenched gaps. This latter about 10-15 in 
number was, to me, the heart of the transmitter. Where they operated well one could put out a 
beautiful tone and a very strong signal and communicate 7000-8000 miles under good static 
conditions. I did this more than once, calling into some New York land station (for  farthest 
point south, off Argentina. It was like talking next door! When the gaps were not in condition 
one could barely reach next door (or ship or dock)!! 
 
By the end of several trips I knew what was required but never really succeeded in keeping the 
gaps in continuous tip-top operating condition. My learning rate was slow. I did not even 
recognize the tools and fixtures which were provided to clean and care for the gaps. I knew the 
gaps needed cleaning periodically when they went bad but had no idea how to disassemble 
them. Could not even find a proper tool! When we reached our first port of any size I went 
ashore and purchased an adjustable wrench which would fit. (I still have it as part of my tool 
collection.) This allowed me to disassemble the bad gaps and reassemble. I was not sure how to 
do the cleaning or quire how to reassemble. This caused me much concern and travail. On 
board a radio operator is absolutely alone, lonely, and completely on his own resources. There 
is no one who can help. I had one general purpose text book, no operating manual for the 
equipment whatsoever. If there had been one, it was long since gone. 
 
As time (months) went on I discovered there was a proper wrench for disassembly; there was a 
good-holding fixture for supporting the gap during assembly and disassembly. They had been 
there all the time! I just did not recognize them!! These gaps were metal assemblies about 6-7 
inches square and about an inch thick. The outer portion was made up of copper cooling fins. 
The central portion housed a circular element, washer-shaped, of silver. There were two of 
these spaced about 0.032” across which the arc or spark occurred. The separation was 
maintained by insulating washers. 
 
Processing consisted of disassembly, clean the silver surfaces of heavy oxide deposits, 
reassembly with an insulating washser the proper thickness, tighten up the assembly bolt. The 
gaps were then “cured” by operating them at low power. The nature of the gap and theory was 
this. When high voltage was applied across the gap an ionized breakdown would occur  and 
excite high frequency signals in the coils and so to the antenna and a signal would radiate. To 
operate properly a near vacuum was needed in the enclosed gap volume. Under low power the 
arc would use of the oxygen contained in the small volume of air and cause a very slight 
oxidation on the surface of the silver gap. If a good seal had been made no further air would 
leak in and the gap would operate properly for weeks and months. Properly meant that a gap, 
once start, would stop or drop out very quickly (quench) when the voltage across it was 
lowered. If air leaked in because the seal was poor or on occasion when the insulating washer 
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“blew up” with a hole burned through the gap was useless. This latter “blow up” would occur 
(always it seemed) during an important message transfer. It was accompanied with a loud 
noise, smoke, sometimes fire, and was very disconcerting. The immediate solution was to short 
out or replace the gap with one which, hopefully, was better. 
 
The difficulties included cleaning the gaps by removing excess oxide with abrasive paper and 
while yet maintaining a flat uniform surface. Using a washer of the proper thickness to maintain 
a good seal and gap space. The washers had different colors to denote thickness, as one 
removed more silver, a thinner washer was required. A complete renovation meant removing 
some of the metal ring which made the seal at the washer. I saw this done once on one of our 
passenger ships in port which had a lathe on board. The chief operator did the machining and 
showed me the technique. This didn’t help me much as I had no lathe. I did try sanding the 
pressure rings but I’m not sure I did much good. 
 
There was one anomaly about this, good but not fully understandable. The transmitter almost 
always seemed to work well when at a part of the trip when I needed it to work well, important 
messages over a long range. 
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The long wave receiver was an SE-1 43 three-tube set, 250-8000 meter range. It was housed in 
a walnut cabinet and had coin silver dials and copper switches which were kept gleaming. On 
one trip I completely stripped the cabinet and refinished it. It was beautiful. I also painted the 
operating room once or twice and my cabin at least once. The steward furnished paint, etc. 
 
I spent a high percentage of my time in the radio room while at sea. About the second trip, the 
company put in a small simple three-tube high-frequency receiver, an SW-3 with plug-in coils 
for changing bands. This was nominally so that I could read press and put out a daily sheet of 
press while at sea. Of course I also used it for music and such. I almost always kept the long-
wave receiver on and set at the International Calling and Distress frequency 500kc (600 
meters). Thus, I was aware of ships in the vicinity (signal strength variation) and was alert to 
regular land station transmissions of ship call letters for whom they had messages. This was 
rare for us except when near and approaching a port. These messages contained docking and 
anchoring or pilot instructions and were important to receive in a timely manner. 
 
I read much (I was the librarian), listened to the radio, studied radio and electronics, read 
language books, worked on the equipment, and time went on. A small part of the day, generally 
after dinner, might be spent on deck or in someone’s cabin “bare assing.” There was not a great 
deal of this, however. Monopoly now and then, poker sometimes. It was a good life, I almost 
didn’t give it up. 
 
Other aspects of the Radio Room.  There were two sources of prime power for the radio 
system: the ship’s generators located in the engine room and a lead-acid storage battery bank. 
Both put out about 110 volts, direct current. It was my duty to care for the storage batteries 
and keep them fully charged, ready for any emergency when the main generators might not be 
available. The batteries, 20 in number, were located in a room just across the companionway 
from the Radio Room. They were shelved on two levels and each was quite large. Periodically I 
operated the transmitter from the batteries as a check, then recharged them. I needed to notify 
the engine room on such occasions so they could see that the generators ran properly with the 
added load. When charging the batteries gave off fumes and spray and required cleaning to 
prevent corrosion. This part was nasty. 
 
The prime power drove a motor-generator set which converted the 110-120 v.d.c. to about 
several hundred volts at 500 cycles alternating current. This latter output was put across the 
gaps to cause them to arc or spark at the maximum of each cycle, plus and minus, 1000 cycles 
or times per second. Thus, there was a 1000-cycle note or tone connected with the 
transmission, particularly when all was tuned up well. 
 
When everything was operating properly, it was an impressive sight and sound! The motor-
generator located in the radio room made quite a whine, coming up to speed like a small siren. 
A large knife switch got things started and as its speed increased automatic relays cut in with 
much clacking and sparking. When everything was up to full speed I could transmit with the 
large band key, sending dots and dashes of the International Morse Code. The transmitter 
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output was connected to the large ship’s antenna through an r.f. ammeter which indicated the 
current being fed into it. As I said, under good conditions this meter would go full scale, 25 
amperes! Almost everyone on the ship knew when I transmitted particularly at night. The 
antenna feed lines and insulators would arc or take on a glow, the lights dim a little, and I was 
told by the crew on the bridge that they could see sparks between their shoes and the deck!! 
 
The crew, being completely ignorant of everything in the shack, held it in a sort of awe or 
mystery. Naturally it wrecked any sort of radio reception when on and could actually damage 
the radio itself unless protected, like being hit by lightning. I had numerous complaints and 
requests for installation of lightning suppressors. The ship’s antenna was supported between 
the two masts high above the deck and could drag in a good signal even when we were far at 
sea. I, of course, used it for my own reception when not transmitting. When we were in port in 
Buenos Aires for any length of time, the captain would ask me to connect it to his radio. I, 
naturally, acquiesced. He could bring in WLW from Cincinnati, Ohio very well at night, as well as 
many other stations. 
 
During thunderstorms the antenna could build up a very high voltage with large arcs in the 
radio room. Under these conditions I generally grounded it. 
 
After the first trip or so I purchased a speed key or “Bug.” All “veteran” operators used speed 
keys rather than the heavy manual key. However, the speed keys would handle only a few 
amperes in their contacts and, as making and breaking the generator output required very large 
contacts, a relay of some sort was required. As my set had none I was forced to improvise. My 
“junk box” contained a Model T Ford spark coil which I disassembled, saving the primary coil 
copper wire. I cut the iron core rods to about one-third their length, getting a shorter, larger 
diameter core around which I rewound the copper wire, obtaining a nice-sized solenoid coil. 
This I secured to the desk adjacent to the main key to which I fastened a piece of strap iron 
shaped such that when the solenoid was energized it would pull the key arm down to make the 
contact close. Now the solenoid could operate at a much lower voltage and current which the 
speed key could handle. I had made my own relay! It worked very well. It was very easy to 
remove from the desk and I did so in home port just in case the Mackay Radio Inspector might 
have objections. In heavy seas, the roll and pitch of the ship made the Bug not too useful and I 
dropped back to the regular key. 
 
When I first took the berth I had only a 2nd Class  Telegraph Operator’s License. This was the 
highest one I could obtain without experience. A year’s experience and a higher code speed, 25 
words per minute, were required for a First Class License. I spent time getting my code speed 
improved so that after four trips, and back in New Orleans, I hotfooted it to the Federal Radio 
Inspector, took the code test, and received my first class ticket. I was very pleased. The captain 
had to sign my 2nd Class License to show that I had the needed year’s experience so he knew my 
progress. Thus, I held a First Class License for telephone and telegraph which allowed me to 
legally operate any radio station of the U.S.: ship, land, broadcast or any other. I held thiese two 
licenses for many years then let them lapse as I was not using them. 
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When I purchased my personal typewriter I began using it to copy direct from the code. I 
developed a certain amount of proficiency but not nearly that which some of the large land-
station operators could demonstrate. (I visited the land station at Chicago, Ill., some years later 
when working on the Lakes. The operator could take any message that came in, on the 
typewriter, final formal copy, with no errors, while he was carrying on a conversation with me! I 
was very impressed! He was tops.) 
 
Receiving press was where I improved my code receiving and copying ability. It seems that the 
British stations put out the most and most readable signal press. Even this would become 
difficult to copy when we were in tropical areas with high static levels. The little SW-3 allowed 
me to access these frequencies but it was a minimal receiver. I generally had to continuously 
keep it in time with one hand while I copied with the other. As the signal dropped out, I would 
miss letters, maybe even a word. When I recopied this on the typewriter I could generally put in 
missed letters and guess at words, except proper names. To help on this I saved some of the 
recent newspapers which carried stories sometimes with the same proper names. This helped. 
Sometimes I was probably even creating news, I expect. But the crew expected something. On 
my first trip I was not able to furnish any real press after we left nearby land stations as I had no 
personal H.F. receiver, as my predecessor, Ray, had. I received several remarks about “no 
press,” a “new Sparks,” etc. Good that the company put one aboard on our return to New 
Orleans. I might not have survived. 
 
Some of the officers brought on board several month’s backlog of magazines saved by their 
wives while away. Those they read and sometimes articles were the subject of dinner table 
conversation. 
 

[Added later …] 
About once a year, and while I was aboard, the ship was put in dry dock for a complete hull 
refinishing below the water line. The U.S. Steamboat Inspectors came aboard and gave the ship 
and equipment a complete going over. It had to pass or be repaired and refitted. One of their 
techniques was to attack any vulnerable piece of metal, hull, bulkheads, etc., with sharp 
pointed hammers to see if they could make holes! 
 
The ship was dry docked across the river in Algiers, Louisiana, and it was quite a journey to get 
back late at night. A few taxi and bus rides were involved interspersed with a ferry ride. The 
ship was completely out of the water and supported on blocks so that access can be had to all 
the normally underwater areas, hull, propeller, inlets and outlets, rudder and such. It was an 
impressive and novel sight particularly at night. A shipyard always is. I saw the Clearwater in a 
new light. We spent almost a week in dry dock. 

 
The trip back to the States was spent in “sprucing up,” to look good in the home port of New 
Orleans where we were checked out by the owners. The ship itself was continuously being 
chipped and painted. At sea the topsides were worked on and in part the men worked the 
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ship’s sides and hull down to the waterline from scaffolding. Air hammers were used a great 
deal and this was certainly a noisy problem for sleep in the daytime. It always seemed to be 
directly over my cabin. Fresh paint went on where it showed the most as we neared New 
Orleans. 
 
I, too, participated in this “return to port” activity. All of the copper and brass of the Radio 
Room equipment got a complete going over with corrosion remover and polish. The panels, 
cabinets, batteries, and so forth cleaned thoroughly. All gear put in as good an operating 
condition as possible. Also, all my records needed updating and sets of forms filled out for the 
entire three months of operation. These I had to submit to Mackay Radio. There was also some 
small amount for the Mississippi Shipping Company, our owners, who paid my salary. 
 
Included in this activity was also the clerical work I performed for the captain: the ship’s payroll 
and the incoming cargo manifest. I was never quite sure that these were part of my duties but I 
did them without demur, a captain is a captain. However, the rare request by any other crew 
member for clerical help I held at arm’s length and did it only as a personal favor. I had been 
warned by other operators to be careful. 
 
The manifests were lists of all the cargo which had been loaded in foreign ports and which was 
destined to be unloaded in U.S. ports. Naturally, it was primarily coffee but other as loaded, 
bones, cocoa beans, and so forth. These manifest forms were large sheets which could only be 
done on the ship’s oversize platen typewriter. I was the custodian and only user of this 
machine. There might be a dozen of these large forms to type up from the captain’s hand 
copies. He always got them to me in plenty of time so they were not an onerous duty. Likewise, 
the payroll, once a trip. This tabulated the entire crew with each rate, total of the money 
advanced through cash draws or through slop chest purchases. The final column of figures 
listed the payoff at the end of the voyage and each man signed the sheet as he was paid in 
cash. The captain and I were probably the only ones who knew the names and salary rates of 
the entire crew, certainly the former. As memory clears, there was one other clerical duty for 
the captain. On the way south I typed up a seaman’s passport for any new crewman (including 
myself on my first trip). This was called an Argentine Passport but was used for Brazil and 
Uruguay as well The captain’s signature and stamp was all that was required to validate them. 
These were interesting to make up. I still have mine. These were generally validated or stamped 
at our first port of entry into each country. The captain kept all these passports throughout the 
voyage. You were in trouble without papers if you “jumped ship” in a foreign port or “missed 
the boat.” 
 
It is little known but sailors of the U.S. Merchant Service come under an almost completely 
different set of laws than the land-living citizens. This is known as marine law and is a special 
set of statutes. By these laws, the captain took on a quite special authority, particularly while at 
sea away from any port. My knowledge of the details was and is very limited. I tried not to 
transgress. Another aspect touched me slightly, however. Sailors are cared for by naval 
hospitals in this country, free of charge. My two contacts were a stubbed toe (diving) which 
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required X-rays, and dental work. At stopovers in New Orleans, when time was available, I had 
my dental work brought up to snuff. Several fillings put in and such. I recall the dentist (at the 
naval hospital) warning me about fillings in sailor’s teeth. “If they go bad while at sea, you’re in 
for a very painful time.” One large filling was made temporary to see if the tooth would recover. 
It did and three months later I returned for a permanent filling. This was a large piece of gold 
for which I had to pay the price of the metal, the only charges for any of the work. This gold 
piece remained in the tooth for many, many years but recently was removed for root canal 
work. I still have the tooth (dead but useful), and the piece of gold in the “top drawer.” 
 
Docking was always of interest in several ways. It was our first view of our temporary home for 
a few days, and of people other than the crew. We might have been at sea for a few days, 
weeks, or a month. The actual docking operation took work by most of the crew each of whom 
had his special location and set of duties. Possibly only the steward and I were completely 
detached as observers. 
 
The captain was on the bridge with the pilot. Also, there was the third mate who carried out the 
captain’s orders or relayed them to others. An able seaman was at the ship’s wheel. At the 
bow, the chief mate was in charge aided by two or more seamen handling lines, running the 
steam winches, and such. At the stern, the second mate was in charge with correponding 
assistance by seamen with lines and winches. The bos’n (head honcho of the seamen) was with 
the chief mate. The chief engineer always went to the engine room to oversee the operation. At 
least one assistant engineer was on duty with oilers and wipers. Maybe the 1st assistant stood 
by, I’m not sure. 
 
Bringing the big ship alongside the dock was a critical piece of seamanship. She is ponderous, 
slow to act or react, sometimes difficult to predict under currents and wind but always with a 
mind of her own and unbelievable power to go her own way. I have seen many a steel line 
snapped and rope hawsers parted before we were tied up properly. Tugs were always 
dispensed with if possible and not required by harbor regulations. They cost money! They were 
the last resort in difficult situations. Old Capt. Geetes was quite capable and he certainly had 
the language required. We never had a major incident, only a few minor ones. The parting of a 
steel line could cut off the legs of a man who was careless. Also, a pier or dock could be stove in 
or the hull severely damaged by a wrong order or an incompetent maneuver. 
 
As soon as we were tied up the rat guards were put on all lines, the gangway lowered to the 
dock and the port officials and such came on board. It would be several hours before the crew 
was clear to go ashore. 
 
This (see below) shows the general routes of our ships. The ports were those visited by the four 
passenger ships.  The four freighters visited about all the ports. 
 
Pictured is one of the “passenger” ships, same as freighters except cabins, etc., had been built 
in over the midships #3 hold, just aft of the bridge. 
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One of my unwritten duties was to learn and disseminate the exchange rates in each country as 
we approached port. I generally obtained this via radio from ships just leaving the ports and did 
likewise when we left. 
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